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Abstract 

The von K&man equations governing the behavior of moderately large deformations of rectangular plates are expressed in 
displacement field. A methodology based on Chebyshev polynomials approximation to analyze the non-linear boundary value 
problems in rectangular domain is developed. These non-linear partial differential equations of motion are linearized using 
quadratic extrapolation techniques. The inertia and dissipative terms are evaluated by employing Houbolt implicit time-marching 
scheme. The spatial discretization of the differential equations generates incompatibility, viz. greater number of equations than 
the unknowns. The multiple linear regression analysis, based on the least-square error norm, is employed to overcome the 
incompatibility and a compatible solution is obtained. Convergence study has been carried out. The clamped and simply 
supported immovable rectangular plates subjected to static and dynamic loadings are analyzed. Results have been compared with 
the results obtained by other numerical and analytical methods. 

1. Notations 

a, b 
C*,C 

D 
E 
h 

4, Q 
t*, t 
u*, v*, w* 
4 v, w 
Ui,j> Vi,iy Wi.j> Qi,j 
P 
A 
Y 

dimension of plates 
viscous damping, dimensionless viscous damping 
flexural rigidity of plates 
Young’s modulus 
thickness of plates 
transverse load, dimensionless transverse load 
time, dimensionless time 
displacements in x*, y * and z* directions, respectively 
dimensionless displacements in x, y and z directions, respectively 
coefficients of Chebyshev series expansions for displacement and load fields 
mass density of plates 
aspect ratio (a/b) 

Poisson’s ratio 

2. Introduction 

Geometry and loading in structural elements play a vital role in the methodology of the solution. The 
necessity and versatility of numerical methods like finite difference [l, 21, finite element [3] and 
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boundary element [4-61 methods are well understood and their superiority is well established. 
However, they involve computational programming and cost often prohibits their frequent usages for 
the problems of rectangular domain, frequently encountered in structural mechanics. Therefore, there 
is a need to have an efficient analytical method of solutions. The most commonly employed solutions in 
rectangular domain are based on Fourier and power series approximations [7, 81 of the spatial 
functions. In spite of the poor convergence properties, these are extensively employed for the analyses 
of plates and shells having rectangular plan form even these days. The fast converging Chebyshev 
polynomials are employed for the analyses of the circular plates subjected to the uniformly distributed 
normal loads. Convergence properties of the Chebyshev series, accuracy and efficiency of the solution 
for the axisymmetric problems have been studied [9]. Davis and Murphy [lo] have employed double 
Chebyshev series in rectangular domain and detailed methodology of the solution procedure is 
presented. Chen [ll] has used the double Chebyshev series solution for the stress analyses for end 
effects in cylindrical rods. The KdV equations has been analyzed using double Chebyshev series by 
Dooren [ 121. 

In this paper a methodology based on double Chebyshev series approximation in space is developed 
to analyze the non-linear behaviour of rectangular plates. Using the double Chebyshev series for the 
spatial discretization of rectangular domain problems [- 1 s x G 1, -1 < y d l] along with proper 
boundary conditions by collocating at the zeros of Chebyshev polynomials, greater numbers of 
equations are generated than the number of unknowns. Multiple linear regression analysis based on the 
least-square error norms is employed during the solution in order to overcome the incompatibility, i.e. 
greater number of equations than the unknowns, generated by Chebyshev spatial discretizations 
method. The quadratic extrapolation technique is employed for the linearization. Houbolt time- 
marching technique is used for the temporal discretization. Convergence study reveals that nine terms 
approximations along x and y, respectively, in Chebyshev series are sufficient to yield the results of 
good accuracy. The results are compared and a good agreement is found. Both the static and dynamic 
analyses under uniformly distributed transverse load have been carried out. A few typical response 
results of clamped and simply supported immovable plates subjected to step loadings are presented. 
Minimaxmal properties of the Chebyshev polynomials makes the solution quite efficient. 

3. Governing equations 

The coordinate system, geometry and loading are shown in Fig. 1. Neglecting the in-plane and rotary 
inertia, the dynamic analogue of the von Karma, equations of motion governing the large amplitude 
response are expressed in non-dimensional form as 

Fig. 1. Geometry of the rectangular plates. 
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W *xxx + 2A 2%yy + A 4wyyyy - 12w,,[u, + hYUy + 0.5(wJ2 + 0.5A2v(W,)*] 

- 12A*w,,[Au, + VU, + O.~V(W,)* + 0.5A2(w,)*] 

- 12(1- v*)A[Au, + u, + Aw,wY]wXY - Q(x, y, t) + w,, + cw, = 0 (1) 

CL,, + A*d,u,, + Ad2uxy + w,[w,, + A2dlwyy] + A2d2wywXy = 0 (2) 

A*u,, + dIu,, + hd*~,.. + Awy[dIw,, + A*w,,] + Ad2w,wXy = 0 (3) 

where the subscript denotes the partial derivative with respect to the following suffix. The non- 
dimensional quantities are defined by 

w=w*lh, x=x*/a, y =y*lb , A = alb , d, = (1- V)/2) 

d, = (1 + v)/2, u = au*lh* , v = av*lh* , Q = qa4/(Dh) , 

t=t*~ETg$ C=C*qe, D = Eh3/12(1 - v’) (4) 

The boundary conditions considered are as follows: 
(1) For all four edges simply supported and immovably constrained against in-plane translation then 

at 

y=+l u=u=w=o, A’w,, + VW,, = 0 (5) 

x=tl u=v=w=o, w,, + A*vw,, = 0 (6) 

(2) For all four edges clamped and immovably constrained against in-plane translation, then at 

y=kl u=v=w=o, WY = 0 (7) 

,X=+1 u=v=w=o, w, = 0 (8) 

For initial conditions it is assumed that at t = 0 

w=o, w, = 0 (9) 

4. Method of solutions 

A general function 4(x, y, t) can be approximated in space domain finite degree Chebyshev 
polynomials [13] as 

+(‘Y Y> t> = 6 I5 Ii @(t),,jTi(x)Tj(Y) 
1=01=0 

where 

(10) 

6=1/4 if i=j=O 

6=1/2 if i=O and j#O 

or i#O and j=O 

S=l otherwise 

The spatial derivative of 4(x, y, t) can be expressed as 

(11) 
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where r and s are the order of derivatives with respect to x and y, respectively. The derivative functions 
@:“I can be evaluated by using the recurrence relations 

@jr,-1’” = [Q:“,,, + @;,,j]/2i (12) 

@:,‘;-” = [@:;,_, + @:;,+,]/2j (13) 

Non-linearity in the governing equations appears due to the product of the functions. The quadratic 
extrapolation technique is used to make them linearized at any step of marching variable and a typical 
non-linear function GJ can be expressed as 

where 

(q,j)J = A(@t,,),- 1 + 

M-r N 

1 I 
(14) 

(IV 

During initial steps of marching variable using the Taylor’s series, the coefficients A, B, C of the 
quadratic extrapolation scheme of linearization takes the following values 

l,O,O (J=l); 2, -l,o (J=2); 3, -3,l (123) (16) 

The product of two double Chebyshev polynomials can be expressed as 

T;(x)T~(Y)Tk(x)T,(Y) = [Tr+k(X)T~+I(Y) + Ti+k(X)T~mI(Y) + Ti-k(X)T~+I(Y) + T;-k(x)Tj-,(Y)l’4 

(17) 

and by using the property T_, = T, the product GJ can be evaluated as 

G, =’ ZZ !Z +L,,T,(X)Tj(Y) 
L=Oj=O 

(18) 

Implicit Houbolt time-marching method has been used to evaluate the velocity and acceleration terms 
(w,),, (w,,)~, respectively, in the governing equation of equilibrium. The expressions for velocity and 
acceleration are 

(W,)J = (‘y,WJ + (Y*WJ-, + (Y3W,_? + “hWJ_3 + (Y5)/(6Al) (19) 

(Wtt), = (6 WJ + P2W& I + &w,-7 + Pc,wJ-3 + PsWf2) (20) 

Houbolt coefficients (ai, pi) can be evaluated during initial time steps by using recurrence relations and 
are given in Appendix A. 

Approximating the displacement field U, ZJ, w and loading by finite degree Chebyshev polynomials as 

U=& ‘,,I Tj(x)Tj(Y) 
i=() j=O 

u =’ g i vi.1 T;(x)Tj(Y) 
i=O j=O 

W = 6 I? % Wt,j Ti(x)Tj(Y) 
;=o/=o 

Q = 6 SY ZZ Qi.1 Ti(x)Tj(Y) 
r=O j=O 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 
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in Eqs. (l)-(3) and making use of the above procedure of spatial discretization (lo)-(13), linearization 
(14)-( 18) and temporal discretization (19)-(20), the non-linear differential equations are discretized in 
space and time domains, respectively, and can be expressed as 

M-4 N-4 

2 F. ‘l(Ui,jT ui,iy wi,jy Qi,j)Ti(x)'j(Y) = 0 (25) 

M-2 N-2 

2 ,z F2(“i,jT ‘i,jT wi,j)Ti(x)Tj(Y) = O (26) 

M-2 N-2 

F. ,z F3(“i,jT ‘i,j? wi,j)Ti(x)Tj(Y) = O 

These equations are explicitly written in Appendix B 
The clamped immovable boundary conditions can be expressed as 

w(l, Y) =6 Ii [ 5 wi,j] Tj(Y> 
j=O i=O 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

w(X, l) = 6 E ,zo wi,j T,(x) 
[ 1 (30) 

i=o 

W(x, -1) =6 i [i (elliwi,j] Titx) (31) 

U(l~Y)=s,$o [z$oui,j] Tj(Y) (32) 

U(-1,Y)=6$ [~Oiui,j] Tj(Y) (33) 

Ti(x) (34) 

(35) 

uC1, Y) =s ,go [E ui,j] Tj(Y) (36) 
i=O 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 
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w,(l, y) = & “c’ w:,j T,(y) , =(I [ 1 I =o 

wx(- 1, y) = 6 i 
‘[ 

y (-l)‘w;,, 
1 

T,(Y) 
,=(I I=_(, 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

Similarly, simply supported immovable boundary conditions can be expressed and are omitted for the 
sake of brevity. 

The generating equations (25)-(27) give rise to (M - 3)(N - 3), (M - l)(N - l), (M - l)(N - 1) 
algebraic equations, respectively. The 16 boundary conditions through Eqs. (28)-(43) give 8(M + 1) + 
8(N + 1) algebraic equations. The total number of equations obtained are 3(M + l)(N + 1) + 24 and 
total number of unknowns u,.,, u. , w,,, are 3(M + l)(N + 1). It can be noted that total number of 
equations are more than the totai‘humber of unknowns. In order to have a compatible solution, the 
multiple regression analysis based on least-square error norms is used which leads to compatibility. The 
terms having variable coefficients (non-linear) and dynamic terms are transformed to the right side SO 

the left side matrix is invariant with respect to marching variable time t or loading Q. The set of linear 
equations (25)-(43) can be expressed in the matrix form as 

A*a=P (44) 

where A is (1* k) coefficient matrix, a is (k * 1) vector, P is (I* 1) load vector. Multiple regression 
analysis gives 

a = (ATA)-‘ATP (45) 

Or 

a=B.P (46) 

Details are given in Appendix C. The matrix B is evaluated once and stored for subsequent usages. The 
methodology of linearization, multiple regression analysis and solution procedure shown given in Fig. 2. 

5. Results and discussions 

In this study the non-linear governing equations of equilibrium of isotropic rectangular plate 
subjected to uniformly distributed transverse static and dynamic loadings are considered. The quadratic 
extrapolation technique is used for the linearization of differential equations. The equations of motion 
are discretized in space domain using Chebyshev polynomials and Houbolt scheme is used for the time 
domain discretization. By collocating the zeroes of Chebyshev polynomials, more numbers of algebraic 
equations are generated than the unknowns and a multiple linear regression analysis based on 
least-square error norms is employed to solve these equations. Considering the clamped immovable and 
simply supported immovable boundary conditions, analyses have been carried out with and without 
iterations. An increment of 0.5 for non-dimensional load Q and 0.008 for time t are found to yield quite 
accurate results. 

In order to have a check on the accuracy and stability of the method, convergence study has been 
carried out. It can be noted from Table 1 that nine terms expansion of Chebyshev series is sufficient to 
yield quite accurate results. The static results of simply supported immovable plates are compared with 
Kanematsu and Nash [14], Kornishin [15] and these are depicted in Table 2. It can be noted that there 
is good agreement among the results. Fig. 3 shows the non-linear static deflection versus load response 
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Substitute Chebyshev polynomial in V 4w of (1) 
linear terms of (2) (3) and boundary conditions 

.L 

-1 
1 Obtain [“,’ Eq. (46) 1 

Substitute Chebyshev polynomial for load vector I 

I Substitute (19) and (20) in dynamtc terms ~~~ mFmPPm - 

Use (14) and (17) for product terms rJiEgs& 
I Substitute (X,,,), in (&,,), of product terms 

+ I 

Add product terms and dynamic terms in load vector (P) 

< 

/\ 
, ‘Result\ , 
\ obtained .’ 

\ ?/ 

No 

Fig. 2. Methodology of solution. 

Table 1 
Non-dimensional load Q = 60, for simply supported immovable plates 

Number of terms Max deflection 

I 1.205 
8 1.167 
9 1.125 

10 1.139 
12 1.114 
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Table 2 

Comparison of steady-state response of simply supported rectangular plates of present analysis due to Kanematsu and Kornishin 

Aspect ratio Dimensionless load Present study Kanematsu Kornishin 
h 0 W(O)lh w(Ol/h HJ(O)lh 

29.1 0.838 0.820 0.869 
1 .o 65.6 1.179 1.126 1.230 

147.6 1.593 1.481 1.670 

213 29.1 1.063 1.017 1.100 
65.6 1.436 1.372 1.500 

LOAD Q 

Fig. 3. Central deflection of clamped plates. 

of clamped immovable rectangular plates for aspect ratio (a/b) A = 1, 213, l/2. In this figure the results 
from Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger [16] are also plotted. It can be seen that there is good 
agreement among the results. 

The damped dynamic analyses of clamped immovable and simply supported immovable plates have 
been carried out. The results for clamped immovable plates subjected to step loading Q = 29.6, 
damping c = 1.25, 5, 10, A = 1, Poisson’s ratio Y = 0.3 are compared with Kanematsu and Nash 
obtained by finite difference method in Fig. 4. It can be noted that there is good agreement among the 
results. The results obtained without iteration are also depicted in this figure. It is clear that results 
obtained, with and without iterations, are the same. Similar results for simply supported immovable 
plates for Q = 100, c = 0, 5, 10 and A = 1 are shown in Fig. 5 and similar conclusions can be drawn. 

It can be noted from the analysis that only nine terms of Chebyshev series are sufficient to give quite 
accurate static and dynamic results. Even reasonably large increments of marching variables load/time 
yield quite accurate results even without iterations. The methodology is quite simple and efficient and 
can be extended to other areas. 
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- NASH 
-WITHOUT ITERATION 
-WITH ITERATION 

5.00 
0.00 0.80 1.20 

TIME t 

Fig. 4. Damped response of clamped plates. 
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Fig. 5. Damped response of simply supported plates. 
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Houbolt coefficients for step function load 

Step Velocity coefficients Acceleration coefficients 

aI % % a4 ffs PI P2 P3 P4 Ps 

i=l 18 0 0 0 -3. P . Ar2 6 0 0 0 -2.P.h~~ 
j=2 11 -16 0 0 -2.P.a~’ 2 -4 0 0 -P. AT’ 
j=3 11 -18 9 0 0 2 -5 4 0 0 
j>3 11 -18 9 -2 0 2 -5 4 -1 0 

Appendix B 

Chebyshev discretization of governing equations 

M-4 N M -2 N-2 M N-4 

6 C C w::T;(x)Tj(_Y) + 2A26 C C WI,] 2”vi(.x)Tj( y) + A46 c c. w;;; T,(x)T,( y) 
,=O j=O ,=I) ,=(I r=O j=O 

M-2 N M-l N M N-l 

- 126 c c W::W)T,(Y) * 6 c c 4., T&)T,(y) + AA c c ~;.,w)~~(Y) 
r=o ,=o k=O I=0 k=O I=0 

M-1 N M-1 N 

+ o.5 s c 2 w;,, T,(x)T,(y) * 
i( 

’ c c w:..~Tr(x)T,(Y) 
k-0 I=0 r-0 \=(I 

M N-1 M N-I 

+ 0.5A’v 6 c c W;,,Tk(X)q(Y) 6 c c 4, T,(X)T,(Y) 
k = 0 I = 0 r=O r-0 11 

M N-2 

- 12A26 2 2 wf;;T,(x)T,(y) 
r=O J-0 

M-l N M N I 

* v 6 2) z, u;.~Tk(x)Th’) + A6 ZO 2 u;,lTk(x)T,(Y) + o.5v 

M-l N M N-l 

* 6 c 2 w:.,~,(x)U~) 6 c 2 ~:.,W)~,(Y) 
r=O s-0 k=O /=(I )I 

M-I N-1 

- 12(1 - v’)h~? c 2 w;;;.T,(x)T,(y) 
,=I) I=0 

M N-l M--l N M-l N 

* h6 c c u:,,Tk(x)T,(Y) + 6 kg0 l;, UXk,lTk(X)T,(Y) + A 6 
k=lJ I=0 

kgO lz wxk,lTk(x)Tl(Y) 

-6 5 i Q,,,T'i(x)T,(y) +Cs 5 i Wf,j'l;(x)'ji(Y) 
r=O j=O j=” j=o 

M N 

+ 6 c c w:f,T,w,(Y) = 0 
i = (I j = 0 

r M-2 N M N-2 Mm, N-l 

1 6 ,To ,F; U:“,‘j(x)‘j(Y) + A2d,’ C C Uf:'L(x)',(Y) + Ad,’ C C ur:'i(x)'j(Y) 
I=0 ,=o i=O j=O 

M-l N 

+ 6 C C w;jT;(x)Tj(Y) * 
r=O j=O ( 

M-2 N M N-2 

6 c c w:;lT&)T/(Y) + A246 c c w$Tk(X)Tl(Y) 
k=O /=O k=O I=0 > 

M N-1 

)( 

M-l N-1 

6 C C Wf,,‘i(X)T,(Y) * ’ C C w~~iTk(x)T[(y) =O 
i = 0 , = 0 k=O /-II )I 

03.1) 

03.2) 
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M-2 N M N-2 M-l N-l 

d16 C C vf;Ti(x)Tj(Y) 
i=O j=O 

+ A26 C C Uf: Ti(X)Tj(Y) + hd26 C C ur:Ti(x)Tj(_Y) 
i=fJ j=O i=O j=O 

M N-l 

( 

M-2 N M N-2 

+ AsC C wT,jTi(X)Tj(Y)* d16 C C wglTk(x)T[(Y) + A28 C C 
i=o j=O k=O I=0 k=O I=0 

M-l M 

I( 

M-l N-l 

+ hd2 s IX C wf,jTi(x)Tj(Y) * a C C wi~lTk(x)Ti(Y) 
i=O j=O k=O I=0 )I G3.3) 

Appendix C 

Multiple regression analysis 

A*a=P 

where A is (I * k) coefficient matrix, a is (k * 1) vector, P is (1* 1) load vector. 
Approximating the solution by introducing the error vector e, we get 

P=Aa+e 

where e is (I * 1) vector. 
To minimize the error norm, let us define a function S as 

S(a) = eTe = (P - Aa)T(P - Aa) 

The least-square norm must satisfy 

= -2ATP + 2ATAa = 0 

This can be expressed as 

a = (ATA)-‘ATP 

or 

a=B*P 

The matrix B is evaluated once and stored for subsequent usages. 
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